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Abstract
Videos convey rich information. Dynamic
spatio-temporal relationships between peo-
ple/objects, and diverse multimodal events are
present in a video clip. Hence, it is impor-
tant to develop automated models that can ac-
curately extract such information from videos.
Answering questions on videos is one of the
tasks which can evaluate such AI abilities.
In this paper, we propose a video question
answering model which effectively integrates
multi-modal input sources and finds the tem-
porally relevant information to answer ques-
tions. Specifically, we first employ dense
image captions to help identify objects and
their detailed salient regions and actions, and
hence give the model useful extra informa-
tion (in explicit textual format to allow eas-
ier matching) for answering questions. More-
over, our model is also comprised of dual-
level attention (word/object and frame level),
multi-head self/cross-integration for different
sources (video and dense captions), and gates
which pass more relevant information to the
classifier. Finally, we also cast the frame se-
lection problem as a multi-label classification
task and introduce two loss functions, In-and-
Out Frame Score Margin (IOFSM) and Bal-
anced Binary Cross-Entropy (BBCE), to better
supervise the model with human importance
annotations. We evaluate our model on the
challenging TVQA dataset, where each of our
model components provides significant gains,
and our overall model outperforms the state-
of-the-art by a large margin (74.09% versus
70.52%). We also present several word, object,
and frame level visualization studies.1
1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a paradigm shift in
the way we get our information, and a lot of it
1Our code is publicly available at:
https://github.com/hyounghk/
VideoQADenseCapFrameGate-ACL2020
is related to watching and listening to videos that
are shared in huge amounts via the internet and
new high-speed networks. Videos convey a diverse
breadth of rich information, such as dynamic spatio-
temporal relationships between people/objects, as
well as events. Hence, it has become important
to develop automated models that can accurately
extract such precise multimodal information from
videos (Tapaswi et al., 2016; Maharaj et al., 2017;
Kim et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2017;
Anne Hendricks et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2018, 2020).
Video question answering is a representative AI
task through which we can evaluate such abilities
of an AI agent to understand, retrieve, and return
desired information from given video clips.
In this paper, we propose a model that effec-
tively integrates multimodal information and lo-
cates the relevant frames from diverse, complex
video clips such as those from the video+dialogue
TVQA dataset (Lei et al., 2018), which contains
questions that need both the video and the sub-
titles to answer. When given a video clip and a
natural language question based on the video, natu-
rally, the first step is to compare the question with
the content (objects and keywords) of the video
frames and subtitles, then combine information
from different video frames and subtitles to answer
the question. Analogous to this process, we ap-
ply dual-level attention in which a question and
video/subtitle are aligned in word/object level, and
then the aligned features from video and subti-
tle respectively are aligned the second time at the
frame-level to integrate information for answering
the question. Among the aligned frames (which
contain aggregated video and subtitle information
now), only those which contain relevant informa-
tion for answering the question are needed. Hence,
we also apply gating mechanisms to each frame fea-
ture to select the most informative frames before
feeding them to the classifier.
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Next, in order to make the frame selection more
effective, we cast the frame selection sub-task as
a multi-label classification task. To convert the
time span annotation to the label for each frame,
we assign a positive label (‘1’) to frames between
the start and end points, and negative (‘0’) label to
the others, then train them with the binary cross-
entropy loss. Moreover, for enhanced supervision
from the human importance annotation, we also
introduce a new loss function, In-and-Out Frame
Score Margin (IOFSM), which is the difference in
average scores between in-frames (which are inside
the time span) and out-frames (which are outside
the time span). We empirically show that these
two losses are complementary when they are used
together. Also, we introduce a way of applying
binary cross-entropy to the unbalanced dataset. As
we see each frame as a training example (positive
or negative), we have a more significant number
of negative examples than positive ones. To bal-
ance the bias, we calculate normalized scores by
averaging the loss separately for each label. This
modification, which we call balanced binary cross-
entropy (BBCE), helps adjust the imbalance and
further improve the performance of our model.
Finally, we also employ dense captions to help
further improve the temporal localization of our
video-QA model. Captions have proven to be help-
ful for vision-language tasks (Wu et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2019; Kim and Bansal, 2019) by providing
additional, complementary information to the pri-
mary task in descriptive textual format. We employ
dense captions as an extra input to our model since
dense captions describe the diverse salient regions
of an image in object-level detail, and hence they
would give more useful clues for question answer-
ing than single, non-dense image captions.
Empirically, our first basic model (with dual-
level attention and frame-selection gates) outper-
forms the state-of-the-art models on TVQA val-
idation dataset (72.53% as compared to 71.13%
previous state-of-the-art) and with the additional
supervision via the two new loss functions and the
employment of dense captions, our model gives
further improved results (73.34% and 74.20% re-
spectively). These improvements from each of our
model components (i.e., new loss functions, dense
captions) are statistically significant. Overall, our
full model’s test-public score substantially outper-
forms the state-of-the-art score by a large margin
of 3.57% (74.09% as compared to 70.52%).2 Also,
our model’s scores across all the 6 TV shows are
more balanced than other models in the TVQA
leaderboard3, implying that our model should be
more consistent and robust over different gen-
res/domains that might have different character-
istics from each other.
Our contributions are four-fold: (1) we present
an effective model architecture for the video ques-
tion answering task using dual-level attention and
gates which fuse and select useful spatial-temporal
information, (2) we employ dense captions as
salient-region information and integrate it into a
joint model to enhance the videoQA performance
by locating proper information both spatially and
temporally in rich textual semi-symbolic format,
(3) we cast the frame selection sub-task as a multi-
level classification task and introduce two new loss
functions (IOFSM and BBCE) for enhanced super-
vision from human importance annotations (which
could be also useful in other multi-label classifi-
cation settings), and (4) our model’s score on the
test-public dataset is 74.09%, which is around 3.6%
higher than the state-of-the-art result on the TVQA
leaderboard (and our model’s scores are more bal-
anced/consistent across the diverse TV show gen-
res). We also present several ablation and visualiza-
tion analyses of our model components (e.g., the
word/object-level and the frame-level attention).
2 Related Work
Visual/Video Question Answering Understand-
ing visual information conditioned on language is
an important ability for an agent who is supposed
to have integrated intelligence. Many tasks have
been proposed to evaluate such ability, and visual
question answering is one of those tasks (Antol
et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016; Fukui et al., 2016; Xu
and Saenko, 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Zhu et al.,
2016; Goyal et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2018).
Recently, beyond question answering on a single
image, attention to understanding and extracting in-
formation from a sequence of images, i.e., a video,
is rising (Tapaswi et al., 2016; Maharaj et al., 2017;
Kim et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2018;
Zadeh et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2020; Garcia et al.,
2020). Answering questions on videos requires an
2At the time of the ACL2020 submission deadline, the
publicly visible rank-1 entry was 70.52%. Since then, there
are some new entries, with results up to 71.48% (compared to
our 74.09%).
3https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20415#results
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Figure 1: Our model consists of three parts: Dual-Level Attention, Video-DenseCapt Integration, and Frame-
Selection Gates. The new loss functions (IOFSM/BBCE) also help improve the model with enhanced supervision.
understanding of temporal information as well as
spatial information, so it is more challenging than
a single image question answering.
Temporal Localization Temporal localization is
a task that is widely explored in event/object de-
tection in video context. There has been work that
solely processes visual information to detect ob-
jects/actions/activity (Gaidon et al., 2013; Wein-
zaepfel et al., 2015; Shou et al., 2016; Dai et al.,
2017; Shou et al., 2017). At the same time, work
on natural language-related temporal localization
task is less explored with recent work that focuses
on the retrieval of a certain moment in a video by
natural language (Anne Hendricks et al., 2017; Gao
et al., 2017). With deliberately designed gating and
attention mechanisms, our work, in general, will
greatly contribute to the task of te poral localiza-
tion, especially under natural language context and
multimodal data.
Dense Image Captioning Image captioning is
another direction of understanding visual and lan-
guage information jointly. Single-sentence cap-
tions (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Anderson et al.,
2018) capture the main concept of an image to
describe it in a single sentence. However, an im-
age could contain multiple aspects that are impor-
tant/useful in different ways. Dense captions (John-
son et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017) and paragraph
captions (Krause et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017;
Melas-Kyriazi et al., 2018) have been introduced
to densely and broadly capture the diverse aspects
and salient regions of an image. Especially, dense
caption describes an image in object level and gives
useful salient regional information about objects
such as attributes and actions. In this paper, we take
advantage of this dense caption’s ability to help our
video QA model unde stand an ima e better for
answering questions.
3 Model
Our model consists of 2 parts: feature fusion and
frame selection. For feature fusion, we introduce
dual-level (word/object and frame level) attention,
and we design the frame selection problem as a
multi-label classification task and introduce 2 new
loss functions for enhanced supervision (Figure 1).
3.1 Features
We follow the same approach of Lei et al. (2020)’s
work to obtain features from video, question-
answer pairs, and subtitle input and encode them.
We sample frames at 0.5 fps and extract object
features from each frame via Faster R-CNN (Gir-
shick, 2015). Then we use PCA to get features of
300 dimension from top-20 object proposals. We
also create five hypotheses by concatenating a ques-
tion feature with each of five answer features, and
we pair each visual frame feature with temporally
neighboring subtitles. We encode all the features
using convolutional encoder.
φen(x) :

x00 = Epos(x)
xit = fi,t(x
i
t−1) + x
i
t−1,
fi(x
i
0) = gn(x
i
L)
y = fN ◦ ... ◦ f1(x00)
(1)
where Epos denotes positional encoding, fi,t con-
volution preceded by Layer Normalization and fol-
lowed by ReLU activation, and gn the layer nor-
malization. The encoder is composed of N blocks
iterations. In each iteration, the encoded inputs are
transformed L times of convolutions. The L is set
to 2, and N to 1 in our experiment (Figure 2).
3.2 Dual-Level Attention
In dual-level attention, features are sequentially
aligned in word/object-level and frame-level (Fig-
ure 3).
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Figure 2: CNN encoder. We use this block to encode
all the input features.
Word/Object-Level Attention The QA feature,
qa = {qa0, qa1, .., qaTqa}, are combined with sub-
title feature, st = {st0, st1, .., stTst}, and visual
feature, vt = {vt0, vt1, .., vtTvt}, of t-th frame re-
spectively via word/object-level attention. To be
specific, we calculate similarity matrices following
Seo et al. (2017)’s approach, Svt ∈ RTqa×Tst and
Sst ∈ RTqa×Tvt , from QA/subtitle and QA/visual
features respectively. From the similarity matri-
ces, attended subtitle features are obtained and
combined with the QA features by concatenating
and applying a transforming function. Then, max-
pooling operation is applied word-wise to reduce
the dimension.
(Sst )ij = qa
>
i stj (2)
sattt = softmax(S
s
t ) · st (3)
qams = maxpool(f1([qa; s
att
t ; qa sattt ])) (4)
where f1 is a fully-connected layer followed by
ReLU non-linearity. The same process is applied
to the QA features.
qaatt = softmax(Ss>t ) · qa (5)
smt = maxpool(f1([st; qa
att; st  qaatt])) (6)
The fused features from different directions are inte-
grated by concatenating and being fed to a function
as follows:
swt = f2([qa
m
s ; s
m
t ; qa
m
s  smt ; qams + smt ]) (7)
where f2 is the same function as f1 with non-shared
parameters. All this process is also applied to visual
features to get word/object-level attended features.
vwt = f2([qa
m
v ; v
m
t ; qa
m
v  vmt ; qamv + vmt ]) (8)
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Figure 3: Dual-Level Attention. Our model performs
two-level attentions (word/object and frame level) se-
quentially. In the word/object-level attention, each
word/object is aligned to relevant words or objects. In
the frame-level attention, each frame (which has in-
tegrated information from the word/object-level atten-
tion) is aligned to relevant frames.
Frame-Level Attention The fused features from
word/object-level attention are integrated frame-
wise via frame-level attention. Similar to the
word/object-level attention, a similarity matrix,
S ∈ RTF×TF , is calculated, where TF is the num-
ber of frames. Also, from the similarity matrix,
attended frame-level features are calculated.
(S)kl = s
w>
k v
w
l (9)
satt = softmax(S) · sw + sw (10)
vˆ = f3([v
w; satt; vw  satt; vw + satt])
(11)
vatt = softmax(S>) · vw + vw (12)
sˆ = f3([s
w; vatt; sw  vatt; sw + vatt]) (13)
where f3 is the same function as f1 and f2 with
non-shared parameters. The frame-wise attended
features are added to get an integrated feature.
usv = sˆ+ vˆ (14)
3.3 Video and Dense Caption Integration
We also employ dense captions to help further im-
prove the temporal localization of our video-QA
model. They provide more diverse salien regional
information (than the usual single non-dense image
captions) about object-level details of image frames
in a video clip, and also allow the model to ex-
plicitly (in textual/semi-symbolic form) match key-
words/patterns between dense captions and ques-
tions to find relevant locations/frames.
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Figure 4: Self-Cross Attention. We combine informa-
tion each from the video (fused with subtitle and QA)
and dense caption (fused with subtitle and QA) via the
multi-head self attention. Before being fed to the multi-
head self attention module, video and dense caption fea-
tures are concatenated. Thus, self and cross attentions
are performed simultaneously.
We apply the same procedure to the dense cap-
tion feature by substituting video features with
dense caption features to obtain usd. To integrate
usv and usd, we employ multi-head self attention
(Figure 4). To be specific, we concatenate usv and
usd frame-wise then feed them to the self attention
function.
φself-att(x)
{
hi = ga(w
>
q xi, w
>
k xi, w
>
v xi)
y = w>m[h1; . . . ;hk]
(15)
where ga denotes self-attention.
usvd = φself-att([u
sv;usd]) (16)
In this way, usv and usd attend to themselves while
attending to each other simultaneously. We split
the output, usvd into the same shape as the input,
then add the two.
z = usvd[0 : TF ] + u
svd[TF : 2TF ] (17)
3.4 Frame-Selection Gates
To select appropriate information from the frame-
length features, we employ max-pooling and gates.
Features from the video-dense caption integration
are fed to the CNN encoder. A fully-connected
layer and sigmoid function are applied sequentially
to the output feature to get frame scores that indi-
cate how relevant each frame is for answering a
given question. We get weighted features by mul-
tiplying the output feature from the CNN encoder
with the scores.
zˆ = φen2(z) (18)
gL = sigmoid(fL(zˆ)) (19)
zgl = zˆ  gL (20)
We calculate another frame scores with a different
function fG to get another weighted feature.
gG = sigmoid(fG(zˆ)) (21)
zgg = zˆ  gG (22)
Finally, following Lei et al. (2020)’s work, we also
apply frame-wise max-pooling.
zmax = maxpool(zˆ) (23)
The three features (from local gate, global gate, and
max-pooling, respectively), are then concatenated
and fed to the classifier to give scores for each
candidate answer.
logit = clssifier([zmax; zgg; zgl]) (24)
We get the logits for the five candidate answers and
choose the highest value as the predicted answer.
losscls = −log( e
sg∑
k e
sk
) (25)
where sg is the logit of ground-truth answer.
3.5 Novel Frame-Selection Supervision Loss
Functions
We cast frame selection as a multi-label classifica-
tion task. The frame scores from the local gate, gL,
are supervised by human importance annotations,
which are time spans (start-end points pair) annota-
tors think needed for selecting correct answers. To
this end, we transform the time span into ground-
truth frame scores, i.e., if a frame is within the time
span, the frame has ‘1’ as its label and a frame out-
side the span gets ‘0’. In this way, we can assign
a label to each frame, and frames should get as
close scores as their ground-truth labels. We train
the local gate network with binary cross-entropy
(BCE) loss.
lossbce = −
TF∑
i
(ylog(sfi ) + (1− y)log(1− sfi ))
(26)
where sfi is a frame score of i-th frame, and y is a
corresponding ground-truth label.
In-and-Out Frame Score Margin For addi-
tional supervision other than the binary cross-
entropy loss, we create a novel loss function, In-
and-Out Frame Score Margin (IOFSM).
lossio = 1 + Avg(OFS)− Avg(IFS) (27)
where OFS (Out Frame Score) is scores of frames
whose labels are ‘0’ and IFS (In Frame Score) is
scores of frames whose labels are ‘1’.
Balanced Binary Cross-Entropy In our multi-
label classification setting, each frame can be con-
sidered as one training example. Thus, the total
number of examples and the proportion between
positive and negative examples vary for every in-
stance. This variation can cause unbalanced train-
ing since negative examples usually dominate. To
balance the unbalanced training, we apply a simple
but effective modification to the original BCE, and
we call it Balanced Binary Cross-Entropy (BBCE).
To be specific, instead of summing or averaging
through the entire frame examples, we divide the
positive and negative examples and calculate the
average cross-entropy scores separately, then sum
them together.
lossbbce = −
( TFin∑
i
log(sfini )/TFin
+
TFout∑
j
log(1− sfoutj )/TFout
) (28)
where sfini and s
fout
j are i-th in-frame score and
j-th out-frame score respectively, and TFin and
TFout are the number of in-frames and out-frames
respectively.
Thus, the total loss is:
loss = losscls + loss(b)bce + lossio (29)
4 Experimental Setup
TVQA Dataset TVQA dataset (Lei et al., 2018)
consists of video frames, subtitles, and question-
answer pairs from 6 TV shows. The number of
examples for train/validation/test-public dataset are
122,039/15,253/7,623. Each example has five can-
didate answers with one of them the ground-truth.
4At the time of the ACL2020 submission deadline, the pub-
licly visible rank-1 entry was 70.52%. Since then, two more
entries have appeared in the leaderboard; however, our method
still outperforms their scores by a large margin (71.48% and
71.13% versus 74.09%).
So, TVQA is a classification task, in which mod-
els select one from the five candidate answers, and
models can be evaluated on the accuracy metric.
Dense Captions We use Yang et al. (2017)’s pre-
trained model to extract dense captions from each
video frame. We extract the dense captions in
advance and use them as extra input data to the
model.5
Training Details We use GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) word vectors with dimension size of
300 and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) with 768 di-
mension. The dimension of the visual feature is
300, and the base hidden size of the whole model is
128. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the
optimizer. We set the initial learning rate to 0.001
and drop it to 0.0002 after running 10 epochs. For
dropout, we use the probability of 0.1.
5 Results and Ablation Analysis
As seen from Table 1, our model outperforms the
state-of-the-art models in the TVQA leaderboard.
Especially our model gets balanced scores for all
the TV shows while some other models have high
variances across the shows. As seen from Table 2,
the standard deviation and ‘max-min’ value over
our model’s scores for each TV show are 0.65
and 1.83, respectively, which are the lowest val-
ues among all models in the list. This low variance
could mean that our model is more consistent and
robust across all the TV shows.
Model Ablations As shown in Table 3, our ba-
sic dual-attention and frame selection gates model
shows substantial improvement over the strong sin-
gle attention and frame span baseline (row 4 vs
1: p < 0.0001), which is from the best published
model (Lei et al., 2020). Each of our dual-attention
and frame selection gates alone shows a small im-
provement in performance than the baseline (row
3 vs 1 and 2 vs 1, respectively).6 However, when
they are applied together, the model works much
better. The reason why they are more effective
when put together is that frame selection gates ba-
sically select frames based on useful information
5This is less computationally expensive and dense cap-
tions from the separately trained model will be less biased
towards the questions of TVQA dataset, and hence provide
more diverse aspects of image frames of a video clip.
6Although the improvements are not much, but perform-
ing word/object level attention and then frame level attention
is more intuitive and interpretable than a non-dual-attention
method, allowing us to show how the model works: see visu-
alization in Sec. 6.
Model
Test-Public (%)
Val (%)
all bbt friends himym grey house castle
1 jacobssy (anonymous) 66.01 68.75 64.98 65.08 69.22 66.45 63.74 64.90
2 multi-stream (Lei et al., 2018) 66.46 70.25 65.78 64.02 67.20 66.84 63.96 65.85
3 PAMN (Kim et al., 2019b) 66.77 - - - - - - 66.38
4 Multi-task (Kim et al., 2019a) 67.05 - - - - - - 66.22
5 ZGF (anonymous) 68.77 - - - - - - 68.90
6 STAGE (Lei et al., 2020) 70.23 - - - - - - 70.50
7 akalsdnr (anonymous) 70.52 71.49 67.43 72.22 70.42 70.83 72.30 71.13
8 Ours (hstar) 74.09 74.04 73.03 74.34 73.44 74.68 74.86 74.20
Table 1: Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art models by a large margin. Moreover, the scores of our model
across all the TV shows are more balanced than the scores from other models, which means our model is more
consistent/robust and not biased to the dataset from specific TV shows.4
Model
TV Show Score
avg. std. max-min
1 jacobssy (anonymous) 66.37 2.01 5.48
2 multi-stream (Lei et al., 2018) 66.34 2.15 6.29
3 akalsdnr (anonymous) 70.78 1.65 4.87
4 Ours 74.07 0.65 1.83
Table 2: Average and standard deviation of the test-
public scores from each TV show (for this comparison,
we only consider models that release the scores for each
TV show).8
Model Val Score (%)
1 Single-Att + Frame-Span 69.86
2 Single-Att + Frame-Selection Gates 70.08
3 Dual-Att + Frame-Span 70.20
4 Dual-Att + Frame-Selection Gates (w/o NewLoss) 71.26
5 Dual-Att + Frame-Selection Gates 72.51
6 Dual-Att + Frame-Selection Gates (w/o NewLoss) + RoBERTa 72.53
7 Dual-Att + Frame-Selection Gates + RoBERTa 73.34
8 Dual-Att + Frame-Selection Gates + RoBERTa + DenseCapts 74.20
Table 3: Model Ablation: our dual-attention / frame-
selection Gates, new loss functions, and dense cap-
tions help improve the model’s performance (NewLoss:
IOFSM+BBCE).
from each frame feature and our dual-attention can
help this selection by getting more relevant infor-
mation to each frame through the frame-level atten-
tion. Next, our new loss functions significantly help
over the dual-attention and frame selection gates
model by providing enhanced supervision (row 5
vs 4: p < 0.0001, row 7 vs 6: p < 0.005). Our
RoBERTa version is also significantly better than
the GloVe model (row 6 vs 4: p < 0.0005, row 7
vs 5: p < 0.01). Finally, employing dense captions
further improves the performance via useful textual
clue/keyword matching (row 8 vs 7: p < 0.005).7
7Statistical significance is computed using the bootstrap
test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994).
8Two more entries have appeared in the leaderboard since
the ACL2020 submission deadline. However, our scores are
still more balanced than their scores across all TV shows (std.:
2.11 and 2.40 versus our 0.65, max-min: 5.50 and 7.38 versus
our 1.83).
Loss Val Score (%)
IFS OFS
avg std avg std
1 BCE 71.26 0.468 0.108 0.103 0.120
2 IOFSM 70.75 0.739 0.127 0.143 0.298
3 BCE+IOFSM 72.22 0.593 0.128 0.111 0.159
4 BBCE 72.27 0.759 0.089 0.230 0.231
5 BBCE+IOFSM 72.51 0.764 0.098 0.182 0.246
Table 4: IOFSM and BBCE help improve the model’s
performance by changing in and out-frame scores.
IOFSM and BCE Loss Functions Ablation and
Analysis To see how In-and-Out Frame Score
Margin (IOFSM) and Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE)
loss affect the frame selection task, we compare
the model’s performance/behaviors according to
the combination of IOFSM and BCE. As shown in
Table 4, applying IOFSM on top of BCE gives a
better result. When we compare row 1 and 3 in Ta-
ble 4, the average in-frame score of BCE+IOFSM
is higher than BCE’s while the average out-frame
scores of both are almost the same. This can mean
two things: (1) IOFSM helps increase the scores
of in-frames, and (2) increased in-frame scores
help improve the model’s performance. On the
other hand, when we compare row 1 and 2, the
average in-frame score of IOFSM is higher than
BCE’s. But, the average out-frame score of IOFSM
is also much higher than BCE’s. This can mean
that out-frame scores have a large impact on the
performance as well as in-frame scores. This is
intuitively reasonable. Because information from
out-frames also flows to the next layer (i.e., classi-
fier) after being multiplied by the frame scores, the
score for the ‘negative’ label also has a direct im-
pact on the performance. So, making the scores as
small as possible is also important. Also, when we
compare the row 2 and others (2 vs. 1 and 3), the
gap between in-frame scores is much larger than
the gap between out-frame scores. But, considering
the scores are average values, and the number of
out-frames is usually much larger than in-frames,
the difference between out-frame scores would af-
fect more than the gap itself.
Balanced BCE Analysis We can see from row 1
and 4 of the Table 4 that BBCE shift the average
scores of both in-frames and out-frames to higher
values. This can show that scores from the BCE
loss are biased to the negative examples, and BBCE
can adjust the bias with the separate averaging. The
score shift can help improve the model’s perfor-
mance. But, when comparing row 2 and 4, the out-
frame scores of BBCE are higher than IOFSM, and
this may imply that the result from BBCE should
be worse than IOFSM since out-frame scores have
a large impact on the performance. However, as
we can see from row 2, the standard deviation of
IOFSM’s out-frame scores is larger than BBCE.
This could mean that a model with IOFSM has an
unstable scoring behavior, and it could affect the
performance. As seen from row 5, applying BBCE
and IOFSM together gives further improvement,
possibly due to the increased in-frame scores and
decreased out-frame scores while staying around
at a similar standard deviation value.
6 Visualizations
In this section, we visualize the dual-level attention
(word/object and frame level) and the frame score
change by new losses application (for all these at-
tention examples, our model predicts the correct
answers).
Word/Object-Level Attention We visualize
word-level attention in Figure 5. In the top ex-
ample, the question and answer pair is “Where sat
Rachel when holding a cup?” - “Rachel sat on a
couch”. Our word/object-level attention between
QA pair and dense caption attend to a relevant de-
scription like ‘holding a glass’ to help answer the
question. In the middle example, the question and
answer pair is, “How did Lance react after Mandy
insulted his character?” - “Lance said he would
be insulted if Mandy actually knew anything about
acting”. Our word/object-level attention between
QA pair and subtitle properly attend to the most
relevant words such as ‘insulted’, ‘knew’, and ‘act-
ing’ to answer the question. In the bottom example,
the question and answer pair is, “What is Cathy
doing with her hand after she introduces her fiance
to Ted?” - “She is doing sign language”. From
the score of our word/object-level attention, the
model aligns the word ‘sign’ to the woman’s hand
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Figure 5: Visualization of word/object level attention.
Top: words from a question-answer pair to words
from dense captions alignment. Middle: words from
a question-answer pair to words from subtitles align-
ment. Bottom: words from a question-answer pair to
regions (boxes) from an image (only boxes with top 1
scores from each word are shown).
to answer the question.
Frame-Level Attention As shown in Figure 6,
our frame-level attention can align relevant frames
from different features. In the example, the ques-
tion and answer pair is “Where did Esposito search
after he searched Carol’s house downstairs?” - “Up-
stairs”. To answer this question, the model needs
to find a frame in which ‘he (Esposito) searched
Carol’s house downstairs’, then find a frame which
has a clue for ‘where did Esposito search’. Our
frame-level attention can properly align the infor-
mation fragments from different features (Frame
20 and 25) to help answer questions.
Frame Score Enhancement by New Losses
As seen in Figure 7, applying our new losses
(IOFSM+BBCE) changes the score distribution
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Figure 6: Visualization of frame-level attention. Frame
25 (which contains ‘upstairs’) from subtitle features
and frame 20 (which shows ‘downstairs’ by banister
upward) from visual features are aligned.
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Figure 7: Visualization of distribution change in frame
selection scores. Left: the score distribution before ap-
plying new losses (IOFSM+BBEC). Right: the score
distribution after applying the losses. Scores neighbor-
ing in-frame (gray) are increased. For this example, the
model does not predict the right answer before applying
the losses, but after training with the losses, the model
chooses the correct answer.
over all frames. Before applying our losses (left fig-
ure), overall scores are relatively low. After using
the losses, overall scores increased, and especially,
scores around in-frames get much higher.
7 Conclusion
We presented our dual-level attention and frame-
selection gates model and novel losses for more
effective frame-selection. Furthermore, we em-
ployed dense captions to help the model better find
clues from salient regions for answering questions.
Each component added to our base model architec-
ture (proposed loss functions and the adoption of
dense captions) significantly improves the model’s
performance. Overall, our model outperforms the
state-of-the-art models on the TVQA leaderboard,
while showing more balanced scores on the diverse
TV show genres.
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